5/16” TUBING

COLORS
Blue | Green | Purple | Royal Blue

PACKAGING
500ft rolls

WARRANTY
8 to 15 years depending on the chosen color.

CHARACTERISTICS
Each color offers a different flexibility.
Our blue tubing is the most flexible where our green and royal blue tubing are very rigid. If you are looking for an in between, we recommend our purple tubing.
**Main-Line**

**Diameters**
3/4” | 1” | 1-1/4” | 1-1/2” | 2”

**Packagings**
Rolls or wooden spools
500ft | 1000ft | 2500ft

**Colors - Blue or Black?**
- The black main-line draws more sun rays allowing the lines in the shades of the woods to unfreeze faster.
- The blue main-line, by it’s lighter color allows to keep a cooler temperature diminishing then bacterial reproduction.

**2 Lines of Products**
High density (HD) and low density (LD)

- Thinner walls - **HD**
- Increased longevity - **HD / LD**
- More affordable - **HD**
- Excellent durability - **HD / LD**
- Strong resistance to pressure and to vacuum - **HD / LD**